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Direct ridership models can predict station-level urban rail transit ridership. Previous research indicates that the direct modeling
of urban rail transit ridership uses different coverage overlapping area processing methods (such as naive method or *iessen
polygons), area analysis units (such as census block group and census tract), and various regression models (such as linear
regression and negative binomial regression). However, the selection of these methods and models seems arbitrary. *e objective
of this research is to suggest methods of station-level urban rail transit ridership model selection and evaluate the impact of this
selection on ridership model results and prediction accuracy. Urban rail transit ridership data in 2010 were collected from five
cities: New York, San Francisco, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston. Using the built environment characteristics as the inde-
pendent variables and station-level ridership as the dependent variable, an analysis was conducted to examine the differences in
the model performance in ridership prediction. Our results show that a large overlap of circular coverage areas will greatly affect
the accuracy of models. *e equal division method increases model accuracy significantly. Most models show that the generalized
additive models have lower mean absolute percentage errors (MAPE) and higher adjusted R2 values. By comparison, the Akaike
information criterion (AIC) values of the negative binomial models are lower. *e influence of different basic spatial analysis unit
on the model results is marginal. *erefore, the selection of basic area unit can use existing data. In terms of model selection,
advanced models seem to perform better than the linear regression models.

1. Introduction

Urban rail transit is a popular form of urban public trans-
portation because of its large capacity, environmental friend-
liness, and fast speed. *e emergence of the urban rail transit
has alleviated the problems of congestion and exhaust pollution
caused by private vehicles in the city. Strong evidence shows
that urban rail transit stations reduce the private car ownership
rates of nearby households [1]. A growing number of mega
cities have adopted various measures to develop rail transit
systems. In cities such as Seoul and Shanghai, the government

promotes the use of urban rail transits through transit-oriented
development (TOD) [2, 3].*e station-level ridership is amain
factor for determining the operation and planning of the urban
rail transit system. Because of this, ridershipmodeling at station
level has consistently been a topic of interest for scholars and
practitioners. A reliable ridership model can reflect the un-
derlying factors that influence station-level ridership and fa-
cilitate operation and management, formulating measures to
promote urban rail transit ridership. An accurate ridership
model can assist operators in determining service frequency
and best practice in operation.
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In ridership modeling, an important factor to consider is
the aspect of land use within the station service coverage
area. Selecting a suitable station service coverage area is the
first step towards building an effective ridership model.
Double counting caused by overlapping area is a recognized
issue in ridership modeling [4, 5]. To address the potential
issues with double-counted data, the use of *iessen poly-
gons is a commonly proposed measure [6–9]. In brief,
*iessen polygons assign the closest point of the station to
that station to tackle this issue. However, issues may still
occur when using *iessen polygons. For example, in places
where the station layout is relatively compact, the station
service coverage area formed by the *iessen polygon be-
comes proportionally smaller, which may underestimate the
effects of built environment variables on ridership in a
model.

After determining the service coverage area of a station,
the next step is to extract the built environment variables
(such as population density and employment density) within
the service coverage area, which is the basic unit for spatial
analysis. Because station service coverage area usually does
not completely match with the basic spatial analysis unit, is it
often assumed that population and employment data are
evenly distributed in the basic spatial analysis unit. Data
weight is determined by the ratio of area covered to total area
within the analysis unit. For example, the data weight is 1
when the analysis unit is completely covered by the station
service coverage area. In existing literature, two basic spatial
analysis units are often used: census block groups and census
tracts [6, 10–12]. Both census block groups (CBGs) and
census tracts (CTs) are geographic units used by the U.S.
Census Bureau. CT is a larger geographic unit, consisting of
multiple CBG units.

Selection of a fit regression model is the following step to
reveal the relationship between station-level ridership and its
influencing factors. Linear regression is the most commonly
used method in literature [2, 3, 7, 13]. Because of the dif-
ferences in station locations, ridership can vary significantly
by station, resulting in a possible disperse distribution of
station-level ridership. To deal with this possibility, negative
binomial regression models are suggested in literature and
have been adopted [14, 15]. In addition, generalized additive
regression models are proposed in tackling the likely non-
linear relationship between the dependent variable and the
independent variables in the transportation field [16, 17].

*is study selects five cities in the United States as case
studies: New York City, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, and
San Francisco. *e urban rail transit systems in these cities
are among the largest in USA. *e inclusion of these five
cities is to yield a more generalizable conclusion, as they vary
across many aspects [18]. *is study aims to determine
which regression method is the most reliable in dealing with
station coverage area overlapping issues, to explore if there
exist significant differences between modeling CBGs versus
CTs as spatial analysis units, and to provide insights into
which model performs the best when modeling direct rid-
ership at the station level.

*e rest of this article is structured as follows. *e next
section reviews the existing literature in contributing factors

of transit ridership, measures to address the overlapping
issues of station coverage area, and applications of various
spatial analysis units and models. *e third section describes
the data of the study and the three proposed methods to
overcome the overlapping issue of station coverage area. It
also explores the differences in the ordinary least square
regression, negative binomial regression, and generalized
additive models using two spatial analysis units (CBG and
CT) and different station coverage treatment methods. *e
fourth section assesses the accuracy and reliability of the
models and proposes directions for model improvement.
Finally, a conclusion of our study findings, merits, and
limitations is presented.

2. Literature Review

A large number of studies on urban rail ridership are based
on station level. It is important to study the impact of the
built environment on station-level ridership. Many studies
have found that higher population density and employment
density increase the ridership [3, 19–21]. Built environment
factors around the station such as density, diversity, and
design have a significant effect on the ridership of urban rail
[14, 22–24]. *e attributes of the station itself also have a
significant impact on ridership, with transfer and terminal
stations associated with higher ridership [25–27].

To determine the built environment attributes around a
station, buffers are usually drawn around the stations to
represent coverage areas of the stations. Generally, a circular
buffer zone with the radius of 800 meters is commonly used
as the service coverage area of a station [25, 28, 29].
However, this naive approach tends to ignore the problem of
overlapping buffers, especially when stations are close to
each other. Some scholars have proposed solutions to such
problem. *e *iessen polygon method is the most widely
used method [6, 7, 9]. However, in places where the stations
are close to each other, the use of *iessen polygons can
make the coverage area of stations be very small, which
introduces errors when estimating the values of the built
environment variables. As a result, neither of the two
methods seems to address the issue of overlapping buffer
well. *erefore, this paper proposes a new method to deal
with this issue: calculate the values of the variables such as
population, employment, and number of bus stops in the
overlapping area of buffers, divide the value of such variables
by the number of overlapping buffers, and assign the result
to each overlapping buffer.

Different spatial analysis units are used by different
studies. *ese units usually include CBG and CT. As the
coverage area of stations does not completely match the
spatial analysis unit, when estimating the values of built
environment variables around stations, the common prac-
tice is to treat those variables as evenly distributed in the
spatial analysis unit and calculate the values of the variables
within the coverage area. *erefore, the choice of spatial
analysis unit affects the results of the direct ridership model.
Studies using CT as the spatial analysis unit include [6, 10],
and studies using CBG as the spatial analysis unit
include [11, 12].
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Different studies also use different regression models to
construct the relationship between independent variables and
the station-level ridership. *e linear regression model is the
most common method [24, 26, 27]. Another widely used
model is the negative binomial regression [14, 15]. Recently,
nonlinear models have been extensively used. *e nonlinear
models include machine learning models and polynomial
statistical models. Compared to statistical models, machine
learning models have no significance inference for the in-
dependent variable and are prone to overfitting [30, 31]. GAM
is an advanced statistical model that captures the nonlinear
relationship between the independent and dependent vari-
ables through a smoothing function [16, 17, 31, 32]. Ding et al.
[16] found the nonlinear association between almost all built
environment variables and electric bike ownership. Hu et al.
[17] used the generalized additive mixed effects model
(GAMM) to investigate the nonlinear relationship between
determinants and the attractiveness of car sharing. Since
spatial autocorrelation is always observed when dealing with
spatial data, spatial econometric models are usually used to
deal with this issue [15, 33, 34]. Gan et al. [33] applied the
spatial error model and found the factors that significantly
influence station-level ridership while controlling for spatial
autocorrelation.

In conclusion, previous studies have used different
spatial analysis units, treatments of overlapping buffer areas,
and regression models when estimating the station-level
ridership of urban rail transit system. However, these
methods and models have not been compared yet. So far,
there is no guideline on which spatial analysis unit, treat-
ment of overlapping buffer areas, and regression model
should be used. As a result, this study will analyze the effect
of different spatial analysis units, treatments of overlapping
buffer areas, and regression models on the results so as to
provide guidelines on which method or model should be
used.

3. Research Design

3.1. Study Area. We collected the 2010 demographic vari-
ables from latest smart location database (SLD) and urban
rail transit data of 2010 for the five selected U.S. cities: New
York, San Francisco, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston.*e
five cities are selected because they provide ridership data
that is available to the public. In addition, the numbers of
urban rail transit stations in these five cities are relatively
diverse. New York city has the largest urban rail transit
system among the five cites, with 421 stations spreading
across Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens, and Bronx. San
Francisco has the least number of stations, with 44 stations
connecting cities in the Bay Area.*e numbers of stations in
Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston are 136, 156, and 153,
respectively.

3.2. Variables and Data Sources. Our dependable variables
are the urban rail transit station-level ridership in 2010,
which are in form of average weekday station ridership. *e
data sources and information are shown in (Table 1).

Our independent variables are derived from smart lo-
cation database (SLD) 2010 and open data in five cities. SLD
is available through the US Environmental Protection
Agency. We obtain demographic data from SLD with CBG
as our basic unit of spatial analysis and cluster them into CTs
through GEOIDs. GEOIDs are numeric codes that uniquely
identify geographic units. Shapefiles of roads, bus stops, bus
lines, and urban rail transit stations are retrieved from the
open data. Using ArcGIS spatial analysis tools, the variable
data used for modeling are divided into three categories:
demographic, land use, and station characteristics. Variable
information is described in Table 2.

3.3. Overlapping Issue of Station Coverage Area. *is study
applies three different methods to deal with the overlapping
issue of the station service coverage area: naive method (i.e.,
no treatment), equal division method, and the *iessen
polygons method. *e circular buffer zone is a circular area
with a station as the center and a radius of 800 meters as
shown in Figure 1. However, when stations are located
densely, a large amount of overlapping can occur with this
method. As a result, this may significantly affect the model
accuracy. For this reason, two other methods are used. *e
equal division method is similar to the näıve method. But the
overlapped population, employment, and bus stops will be
equally divided within a spatial unit. However, it should be
noted that other variables (Table 1) do not involve equal
splits under this method. As highlighted in the red square in
Figure 1, when the two circular buffer areas overlap, the data
in the overlapping part will be evenly assigned to the service
coverage area of the two nearby stations. Another possible
method is the use of*iessen polygons, where any data point
within the polygon is assigned to its closest station measured
in distance, as illustrated in Figure 2.

3.4. 1e Modeling Approaches. In addition to the multiple
linear regression, negative binomial regression, and spatial
models that are common in the literature, this research also
adds a generalized additive model. When building a direct
ridership model for urban rail transit stations, linear re-
gression is the most commonly used model by scholars.
However, one assumption of linear regression is that the
relationship between the dependent variable and the inde-
pendent variable(s) can only be linear, which is rarely the
case for some types of data. We thus introduce a generalized
additive model to perform nonlinear fitting to capture the
possibility of any possible nonlinear correlation between the
dependent variable and the independent variable(s) through
smoothing function. *e station-level ridership difference
among stations can be large. *rough calculations, it is
found that the coefficient of variation averages 1.49 from
0.83 (Chicago) to 3.07 (Philadelphia), an indication of
overdispersion. *erefore, the negative binomial regression
is proposed and used to overcome this overdispersion
pattern of the dependent variable in the study [18]. Spatial
variability in station-level ridership, for which a spatial error
model is applied to address the spatial autocorrelation. All
modeling and analyses are performed with the R software
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Table 1: Urban rail transit system overview in selected cities.

City Number of stations Data sources Opening year Service lines
New York 421 New York City Transit Authority (MTA) 1904 27
San Francisco 44 Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BARTD) 1972 5
Chicago 136 Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) 1892 8
Philadelphia 153 Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SPTA) 1907 13
Boston 156 Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) 1901 5

Table 2: Variable description.

Symbol Description
Demographic variables
Housing unit Number of housing units in CBG/CT
Population Population in CBG/CT
Employment Total employment in CBG/CT
Household Number of households (occupied housing units) (CBG/CT)
Zero-car Percent of zero-car households
One-car Percent of one-car households
Worker Number of workers in CBG (home location) (CBG/CT)
LowWageH Percent of workers earning $1250/month or less (home location)
MedWageH Percent of workers earning between $1250/month and $3333/month (home location)

Land-use variables
Bus stop Number of bus stops in the station service coverage area
Bus route Number of bus routes within a 200-meter radius of the urban rail transit station
Distance to CBD Distance to Commercial Business District

Station characteristic variables
Transfer Coded as 1 if it is a transfer station and 0 otherwise
Terminal Coded as 1 if it is a terminal station, and0 otherwise

New York Subway Stations

New York Subway Lines
Circular Buffer

Census Tracts
Dark Gray Canvas Base

Figure 1: Illustration of the naive method.

New York Subway Stations
New York Subway Lines
Thiessen polygon
Census Tracts
Dark Gray Canvas Base

Figure 2: Illustration of the *iessen polygon method.
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(version 3.6. 1), in which the generalized additive model is
activated through the “mgcv” package [35], negative bino-
mial regression is provided by the “MASS” package [36], and
spatial error model is provided by the “spatialreg”
package [37].

*e negative binomial, generalized additive, and spatial
error models used in this study can be expressed as follows.

3.4.1. Negative Binomial Regression.

Y � exp β0 + β1x1 + · · · + βixi + ε( , (1)

where Y represents the station-level ridership and β0 is the
intercept. x1, x2, . . . , xi represent the independent variables,
which are population, employment, and other variables in
our context, β1 . . . βi are the coefficients of each independent
variable, and ε is the residual term.

3.4.2. Generalized Additive Regression. *e generalized
additive model uses a spline function to capture the non-
linear relationship between the independent and dependent
variables, with the following formula:

Y � β0 + β1x1 + · · · + βnxn + s x1(  + · · · + s xk(  + ε, (2)

where Y represents the station-level ridership and β0 is the
intercept. x1, x2, . . . , xn are the independent variables used
for linear fitting, β1 . . . βn are the coefficients of independent
variables, s(x1) . . . s(xk) represent the independent vari-
ables of nonlinear fitting, and ε is the residual term.

3.4.3. Spatial Error Model. *e spatial error model assumes
that only the effect from the error term in the spatial au-
tocorrelation process of the elements is captured by the
following formula:

Y � β0 + β1x1 + · · · + βnxn + λWε + μ, (3)

whereW is the weight matrix, ε is the coefficient vector of the
random error term, λ is the spatial error coefficient, and μ is
the random error.

3.5. Model Performance Indicators. To evaluate the accuracy
of the model, this study used adjusted R2, MAPE, and AIC.
Among them, adjusted R2 is used to indicate goodness of fit
of the models [38]. MAPE is used to evaluate the accuracy of
the model [39]. AIC is used to compare the quality of
different models [40]. *ese three indicators can be
expressed mathematically as

AdjustedR
2

� 1 −
SSresiduals/n − p − 1

SStotal/n − 1
 ,

MAPE �
100%

n


|y − y|

y
 ,

AIC � −2 ln(L) + 2k,

(4)

where SSresiduals is the residual sum of squares and n − p − 1
is the degree of freedom of the SSresiduals. SStotal is the total

sum of squares, and its degree of freedom is n − 1. y rep-
resents the true values of the dependent variable in the
model, while y is the predicted value of the dependent
variable. L denotes the likelihood function and k represents
number of parameters.

4. Results

4.1. Model Outputs and Evaluations. In this section, we
discuss differences in the use of various spatial analysis units,
the processing methods for the overlapping parts of the
station coverage areas, and the results of the three types of
models. A total of 90 models have been built in this study.
For model evaluation, we first use the variance inflation
factor (VIF) value to examine potential collinearity between
the variables and filter out the variables with a VIF value
exceeding 10 [41]. *e variables “housing unit” and
“household” are removed.With generalized additive models,
we use the AIC to determine the value of k.*emodel results
for New York based on the spatial analysis unit of CBG and
the naive treatment method for the overlapping buffer area
are given in Table 3.

We then obtain and summarize the adjusted R2, MAPE,
and AIC values of all final fitted models, as shown in
Tables 4–7 . In addition, we calculate the size of the over-
lapping area and the overlap rates in the five cities using
circular buffers (Table 8). With this calculation method, New
York and Boston have a relatively high overlap rate, close to
half of the area size, and this reflects the stations layout
compactly.

4.2. OtherMethods to Address theOverlapping Issue. In cities
with compact station layouts, such as New York and Boston,
the coverage overlap rates are close to half. With the same
model parameters and analysis units, the equal division
method in processing the overlapping area appears to be the
most effective method overall with average adjusted R2 � 0.6,
MAPE� 112.078, and AIC� 8020.195, which is better than
the naive method (0.454, 164.758, and 8094.405) and the
*iessen polygon method (0.560, 126.657, and 8046.428),
respectively. *e method using *iessen polygons performs
better than the naive method as well. *is is likely because
when urban stations are densely located, the use of naive
method recalculates a large amount of data, while the other
two methods can better dilute the situation and reflect it
around the station more closely. In cities with sparsely lo-
cated stations, such as San Francisco, Philadelphia, and
Chicago, the overlap rates are 0.034, 0.08, and 0.254, re-
spectively. *e naive method, equal division method, and
*iessen polygon method do not seem to show significant
differences.

4.3. Model Comparison. *e goodness of fit of a model can
be assessed using the AIC value. Controlling for the same
processing on the overlapping part of the station service
coverage area, the same spatial analysis unit, and the same
city, our results show that the AIC values of most negative
binomial regression models are lower than those of the
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Table 3: Results of the four models.

Linear estimate
Negative
binomial
estimate

Spatial error
estimate

Generalized
additive
estimate

(Intercept) 12.610 ∗∗∗ (Intercept)
Population 0.063 ∗ 0.000 ∗ 0.058 ∗∗∗ Zero-car 0.002 ∗∗

Employment 0.682 ∗∗∗ 0.000 ∗∗∗ 0.683 ∗∗∗ One-car 0.062 .
Zero-car 0.006 ∗∗ 2.329 ∗∗∗ Worker
One-car 1.918 . LowWageH
Workers 0.245 . MedWageH
LowWageH 0.075 ∗∗∗ −1.588 . 0.074 ∗ Bus stop −0.114 ∗∗

MedWageH Bus route 0.194 ∗∗∗

Bus stop −0.196 ∗∗∗ −0.019 ∗∗∗ −0.111 ∗∗ Road density
Bus route 0.113 ∗∗ 0.064 ∗∗∗ 0.194 ∗∗∗ Transfer 0.018 ∗∗

Road density 0.023 ∗ Terminal 0.030 .
Distance to CBD −0.080 ∗∗∗ −0.003 ∗∗∗ Smooth terms:
Transfer 0.036 ∗∗ 0.218 ∗ 0.056 ∗ Edf
Terminal 0.056 . 0.037 ∗∗ S (population) 1.24 ∗∗

S (employment) 8.806 ∗∗∗

S (distance to CBD) 1.077 ∗∗∗

Table 4: Ordinary least squares regression model outputs.

Equal division Naive method *iessen polygons
CBG CT CBG CT CBG CT

New York

Adjusted R2

0.549 0.517 0.422 0.432 0.462 0.542
San Francisco 0.617 0.591 0.733 0.745 0.719 0.706
Chicago 0.445 0.428 0.431 0.443 0.369 0.382
Philadelphia 0.891 0.919 0.887 0.912 0.886 0.921
Boston 0.634 0.57 0.424 0.409 0.543 0.513
New York

MAPE

72.739 79.516 89.695 92.069 98.572 81.518
San Francisco 50.642 44.164 42.775 42.226 49.094 47.054
Chicago 59.19 57.231 62.261 60.258 64.85 63.097
Philadelphia 177.094 155.92 185.698 164.094 188.526 161.804
Boston 148.806 157.567 233.008 265.39 158.748 159.404
New York

AIC

13896.030 13923.020 14000.460 13993.310 13972.550 13903.600
San Francisco 885.742 886.852 868.122 866.078 872.189 874.187
Chicago 4201.277 4204.414 4203.672 4200.771 4216.351 4212.398
Philadelphia 4062.948 4019.140 4068.485 4032.550 4070.100 4015.053
Boston 2491.448 2511.762 2551.117 2554.565 2521.508 2528.015

Table 5: Negative binomial regression model outputs.

Equal division Naive method *iessen polygons
CBG CT CBG CT CBG CT

New York

Adjusted R2

0.67 0.662 0.652 0.62 0.624 0.640
San Francisco 0.71 0.69 0.713 0.721 0.733 0.723
Chicago 0.441 0.450 0.431 0.462 0.378 0.385
Philadelphia 0.607 0.633 0.594 0.615 0.619 0.628
Boston 0.473 0.438 0.273 0.251 0.428 0.416
New York

MAPE

68.168 69.302 69.302 78.57 80.5 75.684
San Francisco 36.268 36.01 35.252 34.88 34.649 35.743
Chicago 56.809 56.802 59.602 56.513 65.188 63.648
Philadelphia 144.898 126.649 157.06 137.508 137.094 129.996
Boston 156.525 173.617 249.653 270.122 169.63 180.475
New York

AIC

13072.860 13082.100 13082.100 13134.810 13130.290 13111.300
San Francisco 828.829 828.838 827.508 826.25 825.107 826.703
Chicago 4104.980 4101.555 4106.677 4099.243 4119.761 4117.203
Philadelphia 3769.013 3758.913 3774.007 3766.500 3766.702 3761.777
Boston 2390.601 2398.985 2437.039 2440.725 2402.503 2404.642
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linear regression and the generalized additive models, in-
dicating a better fit of the model. Besides, generalized ad-
ditive models yield the highest accuracy rates. Typically,
almost all generalized additive models have a smaller MAPE
in our result, compared to the linear regression and negative
binomial regression models. Negative binomial regression
models also perform slightly better than the linear regression
models on MAPE. Regarding the generalized additive
models, the adjusted R2 values of the models are higher than
those of other models. Yet, smaller AIC values are observed
with negative binomial regression models, indicating an

overall better fit of data with such models. Smaller MAPE
values are observed with the generalized additive models,
indicating higher prediction accuracy with these models.
Spatial error model also generates better results than the
multiple linear regression model based on adjusted R2.

4.4. Spatial Analysis Unit Comparison. From the results,
after controlling for other factors, CBG and CT methods
yield distinct performances in different cities, and there is no
clear consensus on which one performs better. A possible

Table 6: Generalized additive regression model outputs.

Equal division Naive method *iessen polygons
CBG CT CBG CT CBG CT

New York

Adjusted R2

0.683 0.706 0.539 0.529 0.689 0.653
San Francisco 0.98 0.984 0.971 0.974 0.965 0.967
Chicago 0.572 0.587 0.733 0.734 0.655 0.75
Philadelphia 0.982 0.987 0.99 0.989 0.987 0.987
Boston 0.635 0.66 0.456 0.427 0.559 0.647
New York

MAPE

69.19 64.682 79.478 84.718 78.939 85.246
San Francisco 12.224 10.923 13.763 14.431 15.845 16.421
Chicago 43.985 48.746 39.846 39.057 51.182 45.021
Philadelphia 113.19 103.895 79.543 85.854 92.655 104.403
Boston 150.868 133.957 201.751 263.342 169.054 182.116
New York

AIC

13761.000 13732.330 13919.390 13921.050 13756.010 13807.900
San Francisco 764.308 753.966 779.888 776.057 787.817 784.301
Chicago 4174.682 4171.752 4118.913 4118.002 4148.942 4112.932
Philadelphia 3813.419 3761.131 3733.719 3742.744 3769.477 3766.686
Boston 2491.280 2490.923 2546.696 2551.598 2517.802 2501.020

Table 7: Spatial error model outputs.

Equal division Naive method *iessen polygons
CBG CT CBG CT CBG CT

New York

Adjusted R2

0.567 0.565 0.438 0.449 0.477 0.557
San Francisco 0.771 0.763 0.763 0.764 0.768 0.788
Chicago 0.533 0.528 0.514 0.539 0.475 0.497
Philadelphia 0.897 0.903 0.886 0.920 0.898 0.928
Boston 0.663 0.595 0.509 0.474 0.581 0.547
New York

MAPE

74.733 75.294 89.749 91.908 95.056 85.800
San Francisco 43.068 42.702 42.300 42.100 45.948 43.021
Chicago 53.601 52.825 54.406 51.656 52.608 50.653
Philadelphia 138.200 111.300 141.637 117.328 201.967 152.672
Boston 106.656 126.006 183.444 208.402 151.789 173.288
New York

AIC

13897.300 13899.900 14006.800 13999.200 13976.300 13906.600
San Francisco 885.226 885.702 868.122 866.078 881.941 879.407
Chicago 4199.010 4201.250 4202.690 4196.470 4214.380 4209.230
Philadelphia 4041.238 4023.541 4072.510 4038.360 4072.340 4020.310
Boston 2499.250 2523.130 2550.900 2559.020 2527.610 2538.200

Table 8: Overlapping of station service coverage area in five cities.

City Overlapping area (Km2) Total area (Km2) Overlap rate
New York 400.566 845.704 0.474
San Francisco 3.019 88.467 0.034
Chicago 71.574 281.44 0.254
Philadelphia 24.025 299.533 0.08
Boston 118.149 265.358 0.445
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explanation is that the data obtained from CBGs are inferred
from surveys which are subject to sampling biases. *ere-
fore, when CBG data are aggregated onto CTs, these biases
may wash out each other. *erefore, the accuracy of the data
at the CT level may not be necessarily worse than that at the
CBG level. On the other hand, due to the unobserved
heterogeneity of urban rail transit station-level ridership, the
room for improving the CBG level analysis can be marginal,
despite having a higher accuracy. Both methods have close
performance in accuracy. *erefore, for future station-level
ridership modeling efforts, the selection of spatial analysis
unit may not hold an upmost importance as changes in the
overall outcome due to unit selection are minor. In addition,
our results show that, for the same city, the model perfor-
mance indicators AIC and adjusted R2 carry the same
functionality. *e larger adjusted R2, the smaller the AIC. A
majority of MAPE and adjusted R2 values are also the same
in terms of functionality. Last, we find that the accuracy of
the station-level direct ridership model varies greatly across
different cities (ranging from 0.4 to 0.9 in adjusted R2

values).

5. Discussion

*is study discusses the effect of the treatment of service
coverage overlap areas, spatial analysis units, and different
model choices on the direct ridership modeling results of
urban rail transit systems.

First, we investigate the treatment of overlapping buffers.
Several previous studies have used the *iessen polygons
approach to deal with overlapping buffers [6–9]. However,
they did not compare the *iessen polygons approach with
the naive approach. Although themethod of equal division is
more cumbersome to use, it can generate better results in
dealing with the problem of overlapping buffers.

Regarding the issue of different spatial analysis units
(CBG or CT), our results show that there is no evidence as to
which one is better. Previous studies have used different
spatial analysis units [6, 10–12], and in the future scholars
can still use the most readily available spatial analysis unit.

With regard to different regression models, taking into
account the overdispersion of ridership, nonlinear rela-
tionship between the independent and the dependent var-
iables, and spatial error model could generate better results
than the multiple linear regression based on adjusted R2. In
particular, the nonlinear model, GAM, has both lower
MAPE value and higher adjusted R2, which is consistent
with the findings of existing studies [17, 23, 42].

6. Conclusions

*e main contribution of this study is that we explored the
effect of different treatment methods for the overlapping
buffer area of stations, spatial analysis units, and regression
models on station-level demand modeling results. *is
exploration answers the question of which treatment
methods for the overlapping buffer area, spatial analysis unit,
and regression model should be used in station-level de-
mand modeling of urban rail transit. To obtain more

convincing and universal conclusions, the ridership data of
urban rail transit from five major cities in the United States
are used to perform the study. We found that the nonlinear
model outperforms the linear models in most of the cases.
*e equal division method usually performs better than the
other two methods. Regarding the spatial analysis unit, the
choice of CBG or CT does not influence the model results
much. *us, researchers could use either of them to perform
the station-level demand modeling study.

Data Availability

*e data used in this study are composed of two parts. *e
ridership data were taken from the transportation agencies
of the five cities: New York [43], Philadelphia [44], Chicago
[45], Boston [46], and San Francisco [47]. *e built envi-
ronment data were taken from the smart location
database [48].
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